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Answer allquestions in the spaces provided

Here are two right-angled triangles.

Not drawn
accurately

*1-:f

15 cm
3 t-s

€><
I "c>

47.511

2-s--:.3

2!
9

a1
3

f
9

3n 12TT 1gTt
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10 cm

Circle the value of v.

Work out the value of

Circle your answer.

,^, +*-rr-P{
/ \ - I 

"qTz<12-_/+ 1z- $ 2-
_ :Stf

Work out the arc length, in metres, of a semicircle of radius 6 metres.

Circle your answer.

[1 mark]

[1 mark]

[1 markl

Do not wite
outside the

box
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Circle the fraction that is equivalent to 4.625

utV+
Write 0.00097 in standard form.

o
rS'fT

185

.6?f :-
.--. 3-l

a

17

s
a

[1 markl

[1 mark]

[2 marks]

a
le

Work out
3 x 105

+" 1or

Give your answer as an ordinary number.

_*1 S><
2_IO

Do not wite
outside the

box
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Do not wite
outside the

boxAnna plays a game with an ordinary, fair dice.

lf she rolls 1 she wins.

lf she rolls 2 or 3 she loses.

lf she rolls 4, 5 or 6 she rolls again.

When she has to roll again,

if she rolls an odd number she wins

if she rolls an even number she loses.

Complete the tree diagram with the four missing probabilities.

First roll Second roll
1 \A) .'65 \

6

2or 3
J-

4,5orG

[2 marks]

Odd \nJ r',^s J*"t

l_
+
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Do not wite
outside the

boxls Anna more likely to win or to lose?

You must work out the probability that she wins.

[4 marks]

\- +-l6Y

t'2-- t ?--

L-s*- -ho...: b*h
l2- l2 l'1 _

Aa n.'. .ois

Turn over for the next question
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Do not wite
outside the

boxThree friends arrive at a party.

Their arrival increases the number of people at the party by 20%

ln total, how many people are now at the party?

[2 marks]

2o*/= '\;ffiL r S F.-,i,*.ar
I F S.b-,d s I Lc;.al\

Answer i E

Work out the value of (312*35;*132x3;
[3 marksl

3Lt"+ 3t a3:
+L 2?--:- J ><J

= f, r.-'1: Bt

st
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A shaded semicircle is inside a circle as shown.

The radius of the circle is 10 cm

The diameter of the semicircle is 8 cm

How many times bigger is the unshaded area than the shaded area?

Not drawn
accurately

[4 marks]

1 Do notwite
I outside the
I aor

'C/*'tS r+ wh-lq- curalc
t€- ltxlc;-:

<_ B cm __,*+

.slrqdecl : *: " =r'. +? =- B;;-

U ^slnqd€d c:.rreq a lcl(3-rr-* hT-= 1e*fr
Ll"s

?*

"-c,F-\

Answer r r.<lr
I"L(rt-\€-S

Turn over for the next question
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Do not wite
outside the

boxThe number of items, n, made in t hour by a machine is given by

/ is the time in minutes the machine takes to make one item.

The value of r changes for different types of item.

On the grid below, draw the graph of for values of r from 1 to 4

I

Number of items, n,
made in t hour

7A

60

50

4A

30

20

10

0
1234
Time, t, (minutes)
to make one item

The machine takes 3 minutes 30 seconds to make one item.

Use your graph to estimate the value of n.

Answer r-7

t
[2 marks]

[2 marks]

&
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Do not wite
outside the

boxEd and Fay shared €330 in the ratio 7 :4
Ed gives Fay some of his money.

Fay now has the same amount as Ed.

How much does Ed give Fay?

[3 marks]

..* -1rr! = !\ .- 33-9 Trl- : 3q
E_d

Lte ' tLc
?3e )z : 6 s ( t-t't^ ho^,*- & 6=)

t 6g-12q3 : tt-S

Answer € a+-s

The next term of a sequence is made by adding the previous two terms.

Which of these sequences follows this rule?

Circle your answer.

-35-231

0-3-30-3 -1-1-2-31

ilililil]il]ilil09

Turn over )
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10

't3 The triangular cross section of a prism is an isosceles right-angled triangle.

The volume of the prism is 102 cm3

Use approximations to estimate the value of x.

You must show your working.

[3 marks]

. V.,tqnu.1g - Ctf pfo*r,^^otf.'t:'.. -- t Q o q11^]

C rs* I

"z-L ><-Y :- t2-'S

* =- z>{z.r

(rr)

-* :- 2s-
.)c:-S

Answer
*K--b
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Do not wite
outside the

boxHere is a quadrilateral.

a = 90' and a'. b = 5:3

Not drawn
accurately

SF
a,"" b

showthat b=x 
rrg (* 3\)<rg

u aO-. S-,1- z b -- S+-
4,o {-- S ly :-

+\^ = Zle
s6d

-^- 2< = b : St{-o

ilil]ilililililt11
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Do not wite
outside the

boxHere is some information about the test marks of 120 students.

0<rnq10 10<m420 20<m<30

40

Complete the cumulative frequency table.

Draw a cumulative frequency graph.

120

100

Cumulative 
80

freouencv
60

4A

32-
2A

0 10 ts 20 30
Mark, rn

50

[2 marks]

lB/M/Jun19/8300/1 H
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13

Do not wite
I outside the
j boxStudents who scored 15 marks or fewer take another test.

Use your graph to estimate how many students take another test.

[2 marks]

32-

Simplify fully
12x -G

l1V &
[3 marks]

( u -2s.)
6 C z.x. - t)

4r< <2*"4 tu
(2

2*e

Turn over for the next question
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Do not wite
outside the

box17

17 (al

Toby is forming and solving equations.

The product of half of a number and three more than the number+
is the same as

the square of the number

Toby uses y to represent the number.

Write an equation that Toby could form.

-L- .-,r x (
Z --r t.3t

[2 marks]

markl

t
t

Answer Z 3 (:*3) a

17 (b) Toby forms another equation.

Ix= 
-8x

He wants to work out the values of x.

Here is his working.

Ix= 
-8x

8x2=9

8x=3 or 8x=-3

33x=- orx=--88

What error has he made in his working?

c. tte-.'- 8t': a
:c.L ?:1

3.ST1 F €:x- -- - tss*

lB/M/Jun1 9/8300/1 H
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Do not wite
outside the

box18 Here is an identity.

22x'-y' = (x+y)(x-l')

18 (a) Use the identity to work out the value of 1932 -72
You must show your working.

Loc >< [F(
(rqr+:r)(r"r::rl _,

r&€
2-Y3-l z-oc

312*

Answer 3 -7.Go

18 (b) Factorise 1o0a2 - 81b2

(roo *31)(uao--qJ,-)

19 Circle the fraction that is equivalent to O. i

1

10

1

99

ilil]ililililll]
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20 A, B and C are points on a circle.

CD is a tangent.

Not drawn
accurately

20 (a) Assume that triangle ABC is isosceles with AC = BC

Prove that AB is parallel to DC.

[4 marks]

L-t a 
^c-D 

: ..(-

Tlreo L d Gc-

.=F .'-S--sc-ter A ,+KC

46tq =--4 n!! ( +t kzrr:*: =rsle,l
** . ft K. -^cd DC ,"-.,^-rt L-*_
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17

ln fact, triangle ABC is equilateral.

Tick the two boxes for the statements that must be correct.

AB is parallelto DC

AC bisects angle BCD

AC bisects angle BAD

Solve the simultaneous eq

2x+3y=5p

wherep is a constant.

Give your answers in terms ol p in their simplest form.

V
a)lvl

T
i

;

i
I
I
I

s

neous equations

,y= 5p a
Y=2x. o @

S.^b .,^ ,e. 2:c r 3* }.p = sf

2-- +- L€
3C- = -U"f

#r

1ililil]ilil llll17
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18

ABC and ACD are triangles.

fr is a constant.

B

Show that CB = 6a + 4.5b

4
CD : - 3

-+': c_r+ -F-AO
1,,

(a)

[1 mark]

6a + 7.5b

-ac-D

b {- 6;1 -r, -'l 'S b
6 q -{- Lr's t

22 (bl BCD is a straight line.

Work out the value of fr.

You must show your working.

A --+
GC? Bn

[3 marks]++ 4C-

4- -s -=- l'S 4q +3 .)
<]'tJ FSD ,'> * #*.ekts !:=s

lllll]il|llilililI18 lB/M/Junl 9/8300/1 H
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2

Simplify 8a * 32E

Give your answer in the form 2* where m is an integer.

Do not wite
outside the

box

<t? = @*)-= t
-T-her,. 2'- = t: 2'o

f(x)=sin(x-90')

Circle the value of f(0")

an*

S r-r,a. ( s *1c* I
:. Sr.rf-a<3.J = -t

F G.)

Turn over for the next question
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Do not wite
outside the

boxP (4, 8) is a point on a circle, centre O.

The tangent at P intersects the axes at points A and B.

lo

accu

F(4,8)

k====- 3'
o + J

2o

Not drawn
accurately

Show that the gradient of the tangent is -1
2

narksl

G..Ot* o,t- cf = % ': Z
ll:er:*.f qnd l+d""r qf q*e 

-
, r :Lh+ n<#y: r..io.o ce.[ * f

- -l-*'8.^t e.:.i',-l-.t : -*-
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:-
lzs 101

I

I

Do not wite
outside the

boxWork out the length AB.

Give your answer in the form 
"JS

You must show your working.

Eq',ob',;^ *S

where a is an integer.

[ ...*- /+_G
[4 marks]

I
f:'4'\ = 

% 

-

( .r. Rl

- - -(^ :*-+---c}"!_- tn(..-.-x,1
E: -+ C-. -cr)

I

t\

ftB -- .fG
,:j6J-r =- lo "s "K=

J

r c-3.u ,z

units

to

Turn over for the next question

Turn over )
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Do not wite
outside the

boxThe turning point of the graph y = (x * o)' * b has x-coordinate -2
(3, 1) is another point on the graph.

Work out the y-coordinate of the turning point.

[3 marks]

-x-=-2- =\ a 
-Z

L" e*-.. 5C:3

\--25
!tG 2*V

Answer
(d:- -%-

I : (s.,-"-)t n- L
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Angle x is acute.

cos J = sin 60" x tan 30'

Work out the size of angle x.

You must show your working.

[3 marks]

c<3s ac

F1*,r r^ cl,=l fta.-\

60' : *-

6i tcr-,3<3' -\3: t

6<:

QUESTIONS

Answer

END OF
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